
Electrical System DetailsElectrical System Details
Sun’s energy is the main input for our Sun’s energy is the main input for our 
electrical system, each hexagonal electrical system, each hexagonal 
module will harvest the sun’s module will harvest the sun’s 
energy and every electric wire will be energy and every electric wire will be 
connected and it will be combined connected and it will be combined 
into one electric wire. These energies into one electric wire. These energies 
will be store in the main battery which will be store in the main battery which 
is located in between the foundation is located in between the foundation 
structure and it will distribute to floor structure and it will distribute to floor 
power outlets located at the 4 power outlets located at the 4 
corners of the module.corners of the module.

Fabrication ProcessFabrication Process
In this structure system, the first step In this structure system, the first step 
of the fabrication process starts from of the fabrication process starts from 
the center hexagonal module. At the the center hexagonal module. At the 
center point of the structure, we weld center point of the structure, we weld 
the hexagonal metal plate to the post the hexagonal metal plate to the post 
in order to bring the first hexagonal in order to bring the first hexagonal 
module to sit on the metal plate. The module to sit on the metal plate. The 
next step is to connect the rest of the next step is to connect the rest of the 
hexagonal modules by using the hexagonal modules by using the 
dovetail joint that we’ve designed. dovetail joint that we’ve designed. 
Lastly, we will install the tension Lastly, we will install the tension 
system from the top of the post and system from the top of the post and 
the 4 corners of the hexagonal mo-the 4 corners of the hexagonal mo-
dules.dules.

Detail of The Joint Between The Modules

Roof detail

One Hexagonal ModuleOne Hexagonal Module
In one kaleidoscope module In one kaleidoscope module 
consisits of the solarcell system consisits of the solarcell system 
and the kaleidoscope systemand the kaleidoscope system

JointJoint
The dovetail joint is used for the The dovetail joint is used for the 
joint system in order to reduce joint system in order to reduce 
unnecessary materials.unnecessary materials.

Solar Cell System’s DetailSolar Cell System’s Detail
The solar cell will be connected to the rotating The solar cell will be connected to the rotating 
joint which will make the solar cell harvest the joint which will make the solar cell harvest the 
sun’s energy from any direction.sun’s energy from any direction.

Tension System 2Tension System 2
The second point which need to be connected by The second point which need to be connected by 
the tension system is the 4 corners of the structure.the tension system is the 4 corners of the structure.

Tension System 1Tension System 1
At the first tension system point, at the top of the At the first tension system point, at the top of the 
post, there are 4 metal plates that are connected post, there are 4 metal plates that are connected 
with the Manila rope for creating tensionwith the Manila rope for creating tension..

Joint Between Each ModulesJoint Between Each Modules
This part consists of 2 elements, male and This part consists of 2 elements, male and 
female joints. They can be easily connected female joints. They can be easily connected 
to each other with the dovetail joint.to each other with the dovetail joint.

Detail of Detail of Joint Between Each ModulesJoint Between Each Modules
In order to connect between each module, the In order to connect between each module, the 
male and female joints need to be cut at a male and female joints need to be cut at a 
specific length according to the pavilion’s height.specific length according to the pavilion’s height.

Alternative DesignsAlternative Designs
The system that we’ve designed The system that we’ve designed 
can be adjusted into many designs can be adjusted into many designs 
by adjusting the height of each by adjusting the height of each 
hexagonal module and they can be hexagonal module and they can be 
connected to each other in order to connected to each other in order to 
create a bigger space.create a bigger space.

Details, Achieving The Pavilion

Kaleidoscopic DuneKaleidoscopic Dune
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Daytime View of The Main Pavlion

PV ModulePV Module Charge controllerCharge controller DC LoadDC Load

BatterieBatterie InverterInverter AC LoadAC Load

Back up powerBack up power

Switch controlSwitch control Power grid to Power grid to 
Mannheim city Mannheim city 

Light bulbsLight bulbs
Musical instruments,Musical instruments,

electric vehicules,electric vehicules,
cell phones cell phones 

Alternative 
Roof Shape

Flat Roof

Top Anchor Point

Kaleidoscope 
Solar Cell Module

Bottom Anchor Point

Floor

Metal Plate 10 mm

Manila Rope ⌀ 40 mm

Hollow Steel Post
⌀ 20 mm

Galvanized Hex Bolts
Manila Rope ⌀ 40 mm

Metal Plate 10 mm

Female Joint

Male Joint

Solar cell

Kaleidoscope Module

Mirror

Coniferous Lumber
60 mm

Dovetail Joint
@ 50 mm

Galvanized Hex Bolts

Transparent Acrylic
10 mm

Wire Connector
20 x 40 mm

Rotation Joint
10 mm

Male Joint


